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[INCLUDING A FREE MUTUAL FUND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR LOOK INTO 2016].Â Mutual

funds are excellent idea in theory, but, in reality, they haven't always delivered the promise of a

great investment strategy. Initially, mutual funds were designed as a way to investors like you and

me to get a piece of the market. Unfortunately, it's not that easy anymore.Â Not all mutual funds are

created equal, and investing in mutual fund isn't as easy as anymore. That is why investors need to

educate themselves to some extend about mutual funds before going to their finical adviser and

banks.Â Remember, although many financial advisers have your best interest in mind, nonetheless,

they are sales persons and they receive commissions from signing you up for investment options.

Therefore, it is extremely important that each individual be educated enough to make informed

decision, and not just throwing money at a random businessman solicitation.Â That is why I decided

to write this book in a simple and understandable language. No jargons are used and we avoided

confusing you by using jargonÂ language and words.Â You'll learn:Â What are mutual funds, and

basics behind themÂ different type of mutual fundsÂ The truth cost of mutual funds and how to

avoid expensive fundsÂ How evaluate ans pick a good mutual fundsÂ At the end of the book we

include list of some 20 best mutual funds to look into for 2016 based on rating and

recommendations of some of our favoriteÂ analysts. Use them as a starting point to start your

research.
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It is an informative book about mutual funds and how not to get ripped off by fund managers. Next

step is to read and study more by myself. now i can talk better to a broker or financial advisor



This book gives the best information with regards to smart investments. This is very great for

small-time investors since it offers lots of advantages. Having ideas and information with

investments and money matters, is really important to know where you trust your hard-earned

money. With this book, one will be guided through everything about it. Itâ€™s a great and educative

learning about mutual funds.

If you want to learn about mutual fund investing, this is where to start and where to finish. Very

interesting read for people who do not have much knowledge of mutual fund. Great read for

finance-interested people. Very informative chapter on marketing costs and distribution focus of

many mutual fund organizations these days. An eye-opener for people looking to invest their money

cost-effectively in these turbulent times.

The book starts off with the positives and negatives in mutual funds. Authors usually try to push all

the positives in something they're trying to promote and it feels a little fake. I want to know

everything, even the bads. This author did point the negatives out which is what I wanted to know.

The +s outweigh the negatives. Anyways, good book. Gave a good overview on the different kinds

of funds and how us little business owners can use this book to our own advantages.

I was looking for a simple book but not something that is written for kids. Some of these beginners

guide is really for kids, but this one is a good one. Starts from basics and goes really fast to useful

and important stuff. This book is good for beginners with a nice 20 list of mutual fund suggestion

I have been saving money in my account for the past few months and feel like mutual funds were

the way to go. The book explained very well the differences in the types of different funds and asset

allocation. Biggest take away for me as how low cost index funds are i think they are suitable for

me. Recommended.

This book was supremely interesting. I recommend as a primer for people looking to invest in

mutual funds. As a result, this book was perfect for me. The author's writing was great. A well

written book and I totally love it.

Hi :)I am carrie collins, a good investor in the past few years. Also I am an avid reader on stock



market articles. Well having found this one to teach my daughter some nice and cool tips to venture

into this market. She found only **** out of it, I was shocked why is it so.. I myself put my time into

reading and found.. It is full of EMPTY pages with fillers..So sad...Then having checked all the

POSITIVE 5 STARS REVIEWS.... OMG! All have the same Books (The Rosie Project: A Novel

(Book Summary) and Products ( Proventure Hammock ) reviewed with exact dates.. Sure this is a

BURST to Fool all of us.. I do think that this work is out of Paid Services, as we are much aware.
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